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SUMMARY
This document summarises the quantitative analysis of the absorption of formaldehyde gas by different wool types. Formaldehyde, along with other VOCs, is of increasing concern due to its role as an accumulating indoor air contaminant. Building upon previous data, different wool types were subjected to cycles of exposure to formaldehyde gas whilst the weight gain was measured. The nature, condition and possibly the level of pigmentation of the wool all seem to effect the maximum quantity of formaldehyde absorbed.

INTRODUCTION
Indoor air quality (IAQ) has intrigued scientists since the mid-1800s (von Pettenkofer, 1858) and continued in the 1930s. The main concern was the spread of microbial agents within dwellings and public buildings (Shurtleff, 1933; Wells, 1943). Historical developments such as the London smog of 1952 instigated substantial air pollution investigations, and differences in the health of people working indoors and outdoors were explored (Fairbairn and Reid, 1958). There has been a mild interest in the capacity of construction materials to contribute to a better atmospheric environment (Braun and Wilson, 1970); but the main studies investigating volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in buildings didn't start till relatively recently, whereby 50 studies were conducted between 1978 and 1990 (Brown et al., 1994). Unfortunately, indoor air pollution remains a recognised socio-economic problem (EEA, 2013; Franchi et al., 2006), potentially costing up to $125 billion (Fisk and Rosenfeld, 1997). Based on further scientific findings, the World Health Organisation (WHO) compiled a set of statements emphasising the right to breathe healthy indoor air and the obligations of responsible authorities (WHO, 2000).

Keeping in mind that 99% of human exposure to VOCs results from direct inhalation (Carrer et al., 2000), a large survey (performed in the United States with n=9,386) points out that the public spend 87% of their time in enclosed buildings and 6% of their time in enclosed vehicles (Klepeis et al., 2001). According to the European Respiratory Society, pollutants “may have an important biological impact even at low concentrations over long exposure periods”. They localised these pollutants mainly to homes, schools, congregating halls and residences, and vehicles (European Respiratory Society, 2013). Figure 1 summarises the total VOC levels studied in different European countries.

Hazards induced by these pollutants vary, but boil down to exacerbating known respiratory diseases, sensitising to airborne agents, and reducing lung functionality. VOCs are frequently linked to what is termed “sick building syndrome” (SBS), which refers to a bundle of symptoms that include eye irritation, stuffy or runny nose, dry skin, headache, fatigue, and difficulty concentrating. The first noticeable case of SBS was in the 1970s in Sweden, where SBS was observed in preschools; the cause was attributed to casein that was emitted from self-levelling cement. Several similar cases were thereafter reported: 10,000 Canadian buildings in the mid-1990s, and an estimated cost of $1 million at Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) U.S. headquarters due to decreased productivity (Wallace, 2001).

In response, the industry introduced a wide range of ‘air cleaning/treating’ products to the market, and the removal of both chemical and biological indoor contaminants remain a subject of interest (Carslaw et al., 2013). However, such devices can be energy intensive, contribute to some other form of contamination, and have a short operational life span.
compared to the building’s life. It is possible that a passive solution can overcome such limitations.


Formaldehyde, as one of these VOCs, catches the eye for three main reasons: many building products, including all wood-based structures, emit it at significant rates (Meyer and Boehme, 1997); it is a gas in its natural state, so occupants are easily exposed to it; and its health effects include cancer risk (EPA, 1991).

Wool fibre is known to manage the problem when used as furniture, clothing, or insulation (Seo et al., 2009). Compared to previous studies, Curling et al. (2012) proposed a quick and simple method to quantify formaldehyde absorption by sheep wool: they exposed wool to formaldehyde gas whilst observing its weight change using Dynamic Vapour Sorption. The 4.9% gain in weight shows that wool absorbs this quantity of formaldehyde from the surrounding air. The sample is then placed in a formaldehyde-free environment allowing it to desorb the formaldehyde it contains. The interesting observation is that the weight of the wool sample does not drop down to its original weight. A quantity of formaldehyde equivalent to 2.9% of the wool’s weight permanently binds to the wool structure. This shows that wool can maintain low atmospheric concentrations, behaving as a formaldehyde buffer.

The aim of this study is to differentiate between the quantities of formaldehyde absorbed by different wool types.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sorption analyses were performed using DVS system (Surface Measurement Systems, London, UK).

Wool’s ability to absorb formaldehyde was assessed by the use of dynamic vapour sorption (Curling et al., 2012), and is compared with carbon fibre as a control. The method used by Curling et al showed good repeatability; therefore, a modified version of the method was used: a flow of formaldehyde gas is emitted by bubbling nitrogen into a solution of formaldehyde and water. By increasing the relative humidity (RH), the amount of gaseous formaldehyde the sample is exposed to increases. A micro-balance is used to detect any uptake of moisture and formaldehyde by the fibre. The sample is subjected to the following cycles to calculate the weight of formaldehyde that the wool is able to chemically bind with (Figure 2):

1. Sample is left to equilibrate at 0% RH; i.e. it is not exposed to moisture or formaldehyde. This sets its baseline weight.
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2. Sample is left to equilibrate at 90% RH; i.e. it is exposed to high levels of moisture and formaldehyde where it sorbs both and gains weight.

3. Sample is again equilibrated 0% RH; at this point it loses all the water it sorbed. Any weight gain relative to the sample’s state at step 1 is therefore sorbed formaldehyde.

4. Steps 1 to 3 are repeated several times to determine the total sorption capacity.

Figure 2: Mass plot of Swaledale wool exposed to formaldehyde gas

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the amount of formaldehyde per kg of different wool types and carbon fibre as a control. It is evident that both wool type and condition (scoured or unscoured) have an effect on wool’s ability to absorb formaldehyde (Fig 3). It was also noticed that there is a general trend that the more darkly pigmented the wool is, the higher its sorption capacity.

Further research will determine if there is a correlation between fibre pigmentation of the same wool source and investigate the trends of absorptions of other VOCs such as limonene, toluene and dodecane.

Figure 3: Mass of formaldehyde chemically bound by different wool types
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